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Chapterr 5 

Eventt simulation and reconstruction 

Inn this chapter the basic: ingredients for Monte Carlo studies are described: an event 
generatorr in section 5.1 and event reconstruction (based on the detector parametrisation 
givenn in chapter 2) in section 5.2. These tools are needed for the study of R-parity violating 
supersymmetry.. In addition, in section 5.4 the reconstruction of secondary vertices from 
(simulated)) tracks is explained. Since the B-layer is important in the reconstruction of 
secondaryy vertices, track reconstruction is studied with and without B-layer. 

5.11 Event generators 

5.1.11 Hadron scattering 

Eventt generators simulate the scattering processes in high energy physics. Such processes 
cann be complex and large programs are needed to simulate the large1 variety of interactions. 
Thereforee it is common to divide an event generator into smaller parts. Production and 
decayy of partons and particles are calculated separately and then combined. Although 
itt results in less accurate! calculations, this kind of simulation program is often favoured, 
sincee by combining different production and decay processes, a large1 number of scattering 
processess can be simulated within the same program. Examples of event generators are 
Pythiaa [75]. Isa jet [76] and Herwig [77]. As indicated in figure 5.1. the event generation 
cann be broken down in the following stages [78, 79]  l: 

1.. Initial state. In the initial state the probability of the collision of two partons is 
determined.. For hadronic collisions parton density distributions are used to deter-
minee the collision cross section of each parton as discussed in section 2.1. After 
thee hard scattering, coloured remnants (of the protons) remain. Fragmentation and 
hadronisationn of the beam remnant results most frequently in high energetic "beam 
jets".. If beam jets leave the beam-pipe, they can be observed by end cap detectors. 

2.. Hard scattering. The process of most interest in the interaction is the hard scattering 
process.. Matrix elements are calculated at the Born level to determine the prob-
abilityy for the process. The incoming four-momenta of the partons are generated 
usingg a pseudo random number generator. 

'Notee that the stages are explicitly summed here. In reality the stages are not well separated and 
interferencee can occur. 
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Figuree 5.1: Processes in hadronic particle interaction. 

3.. Parton fragmentation or QCD-perturbative evolution. Immediately after the hard 
scattering,, the partons have an energy which is still close to the momentum transfer 
(Q).(Q). If this momentum transfer is high, the probability for emitting additional 
partonss increases. Second order matrix element calculations can be performed to 
determinee the jet rate (up to four jets). Higher orders are included using parton 
evolutionn equations (the so-called DGLAP evolution [80]). The DGLAP evolution 
equationss provide the probability of a quark to emit a gluon or the probability of a 
gluonn to split in a quark-anti-quark pair and the gluon self coupling. The process 
off  parton splitting in the QCD-perturbative range is called fragmentation. 

4.. Hadronisation. Because the energy is distributed over many partons during the 
processs of fragmentation, the available energy per parton becomes low. The strong 
couplingg constant as becomes so large, that the hadronisation process can no longer 
bee described by perturbation theory. Due to this strong coupling the coloured 
partonss form colourless hadrons. This process is referred to as hadronisation. The 
descriptionn of this process of hadronisation is tuned by data from experiments. 

5.. Secondary decay. After hadronisation, many unstable particles (mainly hadrons 
andd heavy leptons) are left. They decay according to branching ratios. The branch-
ingg ratios are either known from experiment or calculated for (hypothetical) decay 
processess which are not observed yet,. 
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5.11 Event generators 

Thee complete simulation of all processes mentioned above and the description of the 
matrixx elements of most hard scattering and decay processes make event, generators com-
plexx programs. For instance, the Pythia program (version 6.1) has about 88000 lines of 
FORTRANN code. 

SUSYY models in event generators 

Too include supersymmetry in the event generation the complete sparticle spectrum at 
thee electroweak scale must be determined. In all event generators capable of simulating 
supersymmetry,, the sparticle spectrum at the electroweak scale is assumed to be MSSM-
like.. As already indicated in chapter 1, the MSSM implies a large parameter space. 
AA practical way to reduce the number of parameters that must be set by the user, is 
too assume a unifying theory, like SUGRA. In figure 5.2 the implementation of such a 
unificationn is given. As can be seen only a few parameters are needed as input to the 
Montee Carlo program. Using the renormalisation group equations, the MSSM particle 
spectrumm is calculated at the electroweak scale. Once this has been done, the sparticles 
cann be included in the event generation as described above. 

SUGRA:: ( model parameters 1 
m0>> ml /2 ' t a nP' A> sign(M) 

/?.. ,~N »  . , I evolution package 1 ' R-parity coupling i 
m(f),, m(g), M|, M, V r g / v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _̂  
A t ' A b - A KK ' ; -' -, X,X',X" 
m(A),, tanp\ u. 

C~C~ MSSM package J 

masses,, branching fractions ^ y 

c c eventt generation 

Figuree 5.2: SUSY models in event generators. In the initialisation phase of the event generator 
thethe complete sparticles spectrum (masses and branching ratios) are calculated. If implemented, 
R-parityR-parity couplings can be set effectively in the MSSM Lagrangian. The various parameters are 
explainedexplained in chapter 1. 

R-parityy couplings as described in chapter 1, can be introduced seperately as terms 
inn the MSSM Lagrangian. The methode of the implementation of R-parity couplings is 
depictedd in figure 5.2. 

5.1.22 Pythia 

Pythia,, written in FORTRAN, is one of the most general event generators, since it includes 
aa large number of scattering processes. The program can simulate the collisions of ee. 
pp.pp. pp and ep. In the newest version (6.1) the original Pythia and Jetset programs have 
mergedd and a supersymmetric extension [81] has been included. 
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Pythiaa is run in the "master-slave" format. It means that the user is the master and 
hass to write1 a main program which initialises Pythia and generates events in an event 
loop.. Output from Pythia is accessed through common blocks. 

5.1.33 Susygen 

Susygenn [82] is a Monte Carlo program for tree-level production and decay of all MSSM 
sparticless in e+e~ collisions. It includes pair-production of gauginos. sfermions and 
squarks.. the single production of gauginos through s-channel resonance in R-parity vi-
olatingg models, and the production of Higgses. Al l important decay modes of sparticles 
(except,, gluinos) are implemented. The code of Susygen is mainly dedicated to SUSY 
processess as the fragmentation and hadronisation is done using the code of Pythia. 

5.1.44 A hybrid generator of Pythia and Susygen 

Since11 R-parity violation is not included in the supersymmetric extension of Pythia and 
Susygenn does not simulate hadronic collisions, a natural thing to do is to combine the two 
packages.. This hybrid package uses Pythia to produce sparticles and Susygen to calculate 
theirr decay modes. Processes, like partem fragmentation and hadronisation (figure1 5.1) 
are-- done1 using Pythia. 

Susygenn was originally meant for LEP physics involving electroweak physics. Hence1, 
thee gluino decay and color flow were not includcxl. Since gluinos are predominantly 
producedd at LHC, the following matrix elements of decay channels, which involve1 gluinos 
weree implemented in the hybrid package: 

 two body decay: q —  gq and g —> qq 

 three1 body decay: g -+ \lqq. ,\" ^ gqq. Q -  ̂ X^qq' and  -» gqq' 

Iff  ewact matrix elements are includexl in the1 decay processes, branching ratios e-an be1 

calculatcxl.. Moreover, the energy distribution of the decaying particle over the decay 
productss is more realistic. The implementation of the1 two-body decay of the gluino 
iss straightforward, since the coupling of the1 gluino to the decay products is identic-al 
too the dex-ay of the gluori in the Standard Model. The three-body decay involve1*  a 
ratherr complicated matrix element, because of the mixing in the gaugino sen-tor [83, 84]. 
However,, an implementation of the tlnee-body dcxay based on phase-space calculation 
onlyy would kiad to a misleading picture of the1 dex-ay and hence matrix elements have1 to 
bee introduced. As an example, the1 gluino three-body decay modes are give1!) in table1 5.1 
forr SUCR A point 4, which masses are1 givem in the1 next chapter. The table shows that the 
gluinoo predominantly decays to the sex-ond lightest neutralino; in particular, the1 decay 
99 ~  ̂ \ ' 2^ has the highest branching ratio. From phase space point of view, the decay 
gg —  \{\bb would be dominant, but due1 to the stronger coupling of the 6-squark propagator 
too the1 neutralino jfê the decay g —  x^bb is favourexl. 

R-parityy violating gluino decays an1 assumexl to be negligible and therefore1 not imple-
mented.. Furthermore, in addition to the gluino decay, color flow was implemented for all 
dex-ayss which involve colored particles. 
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5.22 Calorimeter reconstruction 

decay y 

.99 -^ Xiuü 

.99 -" Xi* « 
99 - X°ibb 

.99 - » X 2 " 0 

.99 - » x ^ 

.99 - x ^ 
.99 -  xV« 

.99 - » \ 4 S * 

.99 -" xV>i> 
,99 -" Xl«c 
.99 -" xtdü 

Brr (%) 

5.2 2 

1.7 7 

2.7 7 

6.9 9 

6.3 3 

17.9 9 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

0.08 8 

13.2 2 

0.04 4 

decay y 

99 - * ? < * * 
.99 -> \ïcc 
.99 - X?« 
99 - X&W 

99 - » \2CC 

99 - Xa'" 

99 - SS** 
99 - *  \ 4C C 

gg -> xtdfi 
99 - Xtbt 
99 -*  X^sc 

Brr (%) 

1.7 7 
5.2 2 

2.1 1 

6.3 3 

6.9 9 

7.3 3 

0.02 2 

0.02 2 

13.2 2 

3.4 4 

0.04 4 

Tablee 5.1: Gluino decay channels and branching ratios in SUGRA point 4. The following 
(relevant)(relevant) masses are used: rrig = 563 GeV; m^u = 80 GeV; m^o = 152 GeV; m~b = 740 GeV. 

5.22 Calorimeter reconstruction 

Below,, the event reconstruction of the Atlas calorimeter and the inner detector is given 
usingg the detector parametrisation as described in chapter 2. 

Dataa analysis in a running experiment or in detailed simulations using a full detector 
descriptionn in GEANT relies on a translation of the detector output hack to the four 
momentaa of the particles traversing the detector. In contrast, in a fast (parametrised) 
simulation,, the four momenta of the particles are smeared at the event generator level to 
obtainn a realistic picture of an event. Reconstructing the event is therefore a much less 
complicatedd process. The following section wil l therefore focus on the event selection. 

5.2.11 Event selection 

Thee following items are used for event selection in the calorimeter: 

 Clustering. The transverse energy of final state particles (except the neutrinos, 
muonss and stable LSPs) is summed up in calorimeter cells with a granularity in 
777 x <j>  of 0.1 x 0.1 for \q\ < 3 and 0.3 x 0.3 for J77I < 5. Adjacent cells with a 
depositedd energy larger than a threshold energy (Etf,T(̂  — 1.5 GeV) are clustered. 

 Reconstruction of isolated leptons and photons. A selected lepton (or photon) is 
definedd as isolated after passing isolation cuts. Selection criteria for electrons (pho-
tons)) in E-f and n are: Ef > 5 (10) GeV and \n\ < 2.5. Default definitions of cuts 
yieldd AR = y/Aip2 + Arf > 0.4 from other clusters and Er < 10 GeV in a cone 
ARAR = 0.2 around the lepton (respectively photon). 

 Jet reconstruction. A cluster is called a jet if the transverse energy is larger than 15 
GeVV and if it is within the rapidity coverage \n\ < 5. 
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Figuree 5.3: Hit reconstruction in the calorimeter cells as shown in the transverse and the 
longitudinallongitudinal view. In Atlfast the energy is always deposited in one cell. 

 Missing transverse energy. In order to reconstruct the missing energy all the energy 
depositedd in the used clusters is summed. From the total observed energy the 
missingg energy can then be reconstructed. 

Figuree 5.3 shows the simple reconstruction of the energy deposition of a particle. Even if 
itt is possible in reality for a particle to fire more than one cell, in Atlfast one cell in the 
calorimeterr map in 77 — & or r — z is assigned to the particle. 

5.2.22 Performance 

Inn [27] a comparison between full and fast simulation is given, in for instance the studies 
hh —> 77 and h —> bb with Higgs masses ranging from 100 to 400 GeV. In general a good 
agreementt was found. As an example, the reconstruction of a 100 GeV Higgs is shown 
inn figure1 5.4 using full and fast simulation. Both the central value of the Higgs mass and 
thee mass resolution agree with a few percent. 

5.33 Track reconstruction 

5.3.11 Track parameters 

Chargedd particles in a magnetic field arc1 bent and form helix-like tracks. This helix can 
bee parametrised by five parameters: 

hh = {a0.zn.4>o-mtda.Q/pt) (5.1) 

where e 
a0 0 

20 0 

éo éo 
cott 9Q 

Q/Pt Q/Pt 

transversee impact parameter at the distance of closest approach. 
longitudinall  impact parameter. 
anglee between the .oaxis and the track. 
polarr angle with respect to the z-axis. 
1/pt1/pt gives a measure of the curvature (p) of the track; Q is charge of the particle. 
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5.33 Track reconstruction 

cc „„ 
d)) 80 

40 0 

<mbb>> = 99.9 GeV 
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400 0 

<mbb>== 103 GeV 
o„„  = 12.5 GeV 
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mbbb [GeV] 
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(a) ) (I.) ) 

Figuree 5.4: Distribution of reconstructed invariant bb mass in the process: h —> bb (with m/,, = 100 
GeV).GeV). In (a) the reconstruction using full simulation is used, whereas in (b) the fast simulation is 
usedused (from [27]). 

Thee parameters are shown in figure 5.5. This figure shows a track, which is created in a 
vertexx off the origin in the r-z plane and in the x-y plane. 

Thee correlation of errors on the parameters is given by the covariance matrix, which 
iss a 5 x 5 matrix. In good approximation the parameters of the tracks in the x-y plane 
aree independent from the parameters in the r-z plane. This means that the only non-
zeroo elements of the covariance matrix are: cov(Q/pt,<p0). cov(Q/pt.a0). cov((f>0,a0) and 
ccw(cott 0O, ZQ). The determination of the covariance matrix is described in section 2.3, but 
detailss can be found in [85, 86]. 

Thee covariance matrix serves two purposes. Firstly, the matrix is necessary in the 
determinationn of a (secondary) vertex (section 5.4) and secondly, the matrix is used in 
thee implementation of track smearing in the fast detector simulation. 

5.3.22 Smearing 

Ass described in chapter 2, sets of track parameters (as obtained from the event generator 
output)) are smeared using the covariance matrix. Those matrices are determined in 
arrayss of transverse momenta (pt) and rapidity (77). An interpolation is made for tracks 
inn between bins. In addition four particle types2 can be distinguished and are therefore 
treatedd separately: 

 The covariance matrices for muons are obtained using the parametrisation from 
chapterr 2. Each track parameter is smeared according a Gaussian distribution 
aroundd its nominal value (h). 

2Thee four particle types listed here give a distinct signal in the detector. 
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Figuree 5.5: 7>ac/< parameters of a track in the transverse plane (left) and the longitudinal 
planeplane (right). 

 The smeared distribution of track parameters from (prompt) p ions has a different 
shapee than the distribution for muons. The distribution exhibits besides a Gaussian 
core,, a tail as well. The tail towards larger inaccuracies stems from errors that are 
introducedd in high multiplicity events through the pick-up of wrong hits or the 
assignmentt of wrong hits to the track. The determination of the covariance is done 
byy fitting the distributions of tracks parameters obtained from full simulations. 

Covariancee matrices of tracks from secondary (charged) pions are determined in 
thee same way as for prompt pions. But here, besides the arrays in pt and rj  an extra 
arrayy in R is introduced, where R is the radial distance between the vertex and 
thee primary vertex. Secondary pious come mainly from K°s decay. In figure 5.6 (a) 
aa comparison of the K% mass reconstruction using full simulation and parametric 
simulationn is shown. 

 The smearing of track parameters from e lec t ron tracks is quite complex due- to 
Bremsstrahlung,, which gives rise to a long tail in the smeared distribution. The 
covariancess are also determined via fits to full simulations. Although the models 
usedd for fitting the distributions are not strictly based on theory (as intrinsic error 
andd multiple scattering for muons as discussed in chapter 2). it results in quite 
realisticc smearing in comparison to full simulations. In figure 5.6 (b) the invariant 
masss distribution in the decay J/v —* e+e~ as obtained from parametric simulation 
iss compared with the distribution obtained from full simulations. The figure shows 
aa very good agreement. 

Al ll  other (stable, charged) particles arc treated as pious. 

5.3.33 Performance 

Afterr reconstructing the tracks, the overall performance of the inner detector can be stud-
ied.. Of special interest is the role of the B-layer. Two scenarios are therefore examined: 
withh and without B-layer. In figure 5.7 the transverse momentum precision is shown. 
Notee that each point in these plots is an element of a covariance matrix. 
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5.33 T rack reconst ruc t ion 
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Figuree 5.6: (a) Comparison of Kg mass reconstruction in the decay K^ 

simulationsimulation (solid line) and parametric simulation (dotted line). In (b) a comparison between 

J/ipJ/ip —» e+e~ reconstruction for full simulation (solid line) and parametric simulation (dotted 

line)line) (from [87]). 

Ass shown in figure 5.7 (a), the momentum precision stays constant at higher momenta. 
Att this plateau, multiple scattering no longer contributes to the uncertainty in the track 
parameters.. In figure 5.7 (b) the precision on the momentum measurement is shown as 
aa function of rapidity. Both figures show that there is a marginal difference in accuracy 
inn measuring the transverse momentum of a particle. Only at high values of rapidity the 
B-layerr can contribute substantially to the pt measurement. The role of the B-layer in the 
trackingg becomes clear when the precision of the transverse and the longitudinal impact 
parameterss are calculated. As shown in figure 5.7 (c) and (d), adding the B-layer in the 
trackk reconstruction increases the accuracy with 50 to 100%. 

Thee performance as shown in figure 5.7 is optimistic, since no detector inefficiencies 
andd radiation damage effects are taken into account. Also the effects of pattern recogni-
tionn and misalignment are not included. It is therefore essential that the overall resolution 
iss relatively insensitive to changes in any of the individual subdetectors. The sensitivity of 
thee overall momentum resolution and the overall transverse impact parameter resolution 
too the intrinsic resolution, relative to the resolution specified in table 2.3 for the various 
subdetectorss is shown in figure 5.8. From figure 5.8 (a) it is clear that the sagitta mea-
surement,, needed for the momentum determination, is most sensitive to the endpoints, 
namelyy 40-50% for a factor of two change in the; detector resolution. If the outer most 
TRTT layer had the resolution of a strip layer (i.e. if the outer part of the TRT layer would 
bee replaced by a strip layer), the momentum resolution would improve by 20-40%. Even 
moree than in the case of the transverse momentum reconstruction, the impact parameter 
resolutionn depends heavily on the pixel detector as shown in figure 5.8 (b). 
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Figuree 5.7: Transverse momentum precision as a function of the nominal value of the transverse 
momentummomentum at \t}\ = 0 (a) and as function of the rapidity (b). In (c) and (d) the resolution on 
thethe transverse impact parameter (OQ) and the longitudinal impact parameter (ZQ) respectively are 
plottedplotted as a function of rapidity. Two values for the momentum are used: squares forpt = 1 GeV 
andand dots for pt = 1 TeV. In (d) the markers are as indicated in (c). 

5.44 Vertex algorithms 

Thee simplest method to tag a fr-quark or any other long-lived particle is by using the 
impactt parameter algorithm. This algorithm simply uses the so-called significance for 
eachh track, defined as the transverse impact parameter divided by its error: S — a0/a„. 
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Figuree 5.8: Relative sensitivity of the determination of the transverse momentum to the various 
subdetectorssubdetectors in the barrel region (a). In (b) the sensitivity of the determination of transverse 
impactimpact parameter is plotted. plotted. Both plots were determined at a momentum ofpt = 50 GeV. 

Thee significance is determined to quantify the probability that a track does not originate 
fromm the primary vertex. 

Forr lifetime measurements or exclusive 6-tagging3 the complete secondary vertex has 
too be reconstructed. The reconstruction of a (secondary) vertex can be defined as the 
determinationn of the best estimate of the point of a number of intersecting tracks. 

Thee (logarithmic-) distribution of the decay length (I) is convoluted with the uncer-
taintyy on the vertex determination (<r) in the following way: 

T{La-LT{La-L00) ) 
" " 

2cT2 2 
d.v d.v 

(5.2) ) 

wheree L0 is the lifetime (CT) (in units of length) of the particle. In figure 5.9 the above 
functionn is plotted for different values of the vertex precision. In the Atlas analysis of the 
B°B°dd —> J/ipK° {CT = 468 /mi), a transverse decay length resolution of 68 /tm is expected 
[27].. The precision on the lifetime depends not only on the detector resolution but on the 
samplee size as well. Since the expected decay length distribution is an exponential (which 
hass a mean and width of CT) smeared by the detector resolution of a single decay length 
measurementt (a = c5CT). the uncertainty on a single lifetime measurement (a') is 

r'r' = ^{crf + (CT)2 (5.3) ) 

ee 6-tagging can also be done by impact parameter methods and the additional requirements 
onn the nature of the tagged lepton in for instance B% -+ J/ipK°, J/ip -» fj,fx. 
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Figuree 5.9: Decay length with different detector precisions. 

Inn a realistic case; with TV events, the error on the mean lifetime. arT. is given by o,.T = 
<j'<j'  J \J~N and thus the statistical precision is defined by [88]: 

^ == l / i T ( ^ (5.4) 

wheree a'rT is the statistical resolution and a the width of the Gauss as given in equation 
5.2.. So, for example if a = CT then the event sample must be as large as N = 20000 
eventt to obtain a statistical error of 1%, whereas if a = \cr the number of events must 
bee N = 12500. 

Inn Atlas physics studies, a CDF vertex reconstruction program is used [89]. Tracks 
fromm decay products are smeared by the track smearing package (section 5.3) and together 
withh their covariant matrix, they are given as input for the vertex reconstruction package. 
Notee that no pattern recognition is involved in this analysis, but track reconstruction 
efficienciess are included in the track smearing package. 

5.55 Summary 

Inn this chapter the physics simulation and the event reconstruction in Atlas were pre-
sented.. The simulation of supersymmetry can be done using existing event generators, 
butt to properly simulate R-parity violating supersymmetry a hybrid event generator was 
developed.. The existing software packages Susygen and Pythia were combined and addi-
tionss were made like color flow and gluino decay. The output of event generators in the 
formm of four momenta are smeared according the parametrisation, which is described in 
chapterr 2. 

Thee track performance showed above all that the pixel detector and in particular 
thee B-layer is crucial in the determination of the impact parameters and thus in the 
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5.55 Summary 

reconstructionn of the secondary vertex. Although not, explicitly studied in this thesis, one 
cann understand that pixel detectors also make an important contribution to the pattern 
recognitionn in events with high track density. 
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